Year 6
Summer Term

Our final fantastic topic in year 6 will begin with a … celebration! After their hard work over
the year, we are starting off with our final term at Primary School celebration. We will look
at what’s key to every celebration and then vote on the top 10 as a class. We also put our
Geography skills to the test and have to look at the most effective way for our VIP guests
can arrive in time for the party, from all across the globe!

The children will then move on to art, specifically looking at the work of Pablo Picasso and
his work as part of the Mardi Gras celebration. They will recreate some of his abstract work
through a digital programme, design their own abstract artwork in the style of Picasso
before finally recreating their digital design through collage!

Next, we move onto music and explore the work of Hans Zimmer in the Lion King. The
children will listen to his compositions and identify the 7 elements of music and explore the
effect of changing each element on the audience. They will then practise recreating the
circle of life with different instruments, in groups, before moving onto exploring singing
through our end of year show. The children will learn different vocal warmups and practice
signing (in tune) with smaller and larger groups as well as layering over each other for
effect. We also explore projection and learn how to develop our vocal range.

Then, we explore D&T through our annual ‘Health Week’. The children decide what makes a
healthy and balanced menu and plan a menu for a healthy picnic! As a class we then choose
a dish to create together and the children make it in pairs and create a recipe for someone
else to follow along. Then, for the best part… we eat it at our healthy picnic . After this, we
explore how different foods are grown, produced, reared and caught! To further develop
the children’s understanding of this process we get the chance to ‘facetime a farmer’ and
learn all about their livelihood.

Finally, to finish off our ‘Let’s Celebrate’ we perform our fantastic end of year show to the
whole school and invite the children’s parents in! We can’t wait to share it with you!

